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White/Farris, Anderson/Hamer Contest for SGA Positions
Rhonda Carnahan
Staff Writer

On March 1, Cedarville students
will cast their vote for the new
Student Government Association
(SGA) president and vice presi
dent.
Candidates for these positions
have been busy talking with stu
dents, handing out flyers, and post
ing cam paign slogans across
campus.
There are two tickets running for
the president/vice president posi
tion: Anderson/Hamer and White/
Parris.
Ryan Anderson, a sophomore
business management major, and
Craig Hamer, a junior broadcast
ing major, are concerned about the
atmosphere of SGA and want to
create a better attitude toward stu
dent government.
“We don’t want to change the
structure of the senate; we iust want
to revitalize SGA, give it a more
relaxed and revitalized atmosphere.
We want to keep the seriousness of
$GA but make it enjoyable for the
officers, executive council, and the
Senators,” Hamer said.
Anderson and Hamer said that
they decided to run on the same
ticket because they share a lot of
the same desires and thought pro
cesses. They said that they have
forked well together on projects
before, and it seemed natural to run
together for these positions.
Anderson, who is running for the
Position of president, has been act've on campus and especially in
SGA. A s a freshman he served as a
^Orm representative and worked
°n the social services committee as
*ell as the student services com
mittee. This year, some of his ac
u ities include sophomore class
President, student services com
mittee, the president’s council, and
Program coordinator for the 95-96
homecoming.
Hamer has also been actively
"tvolved in leadership areas. He is
c0rrently the junior class SGA rep
resentative and vice president of
”eta Chi (a service organization
^°r broadcasting majors). He also
Serves on the Junior/Senior Ban
k e t committee and the student
devices committee.
Anderson and Hamer feel that
the
[**eir organizational experiences

SGA elections will be held March 1st. The candidates from left to right are Ryan "Sparky" Anderson (seated) and Craig Hamer (standing) who will be running against Brian
White (seated) and Christy Farris (standing). Photos by P. Wallis.
•_______________________ ___________ ________________________________________ __________

and leadership roles have equipped
them to lead SGA.
“We both have great initiative.
We tend to create excitement and
when excitement is created, much is
accomplished,” Anderson said.
The Anderson/Hamer campaign
slogan is, “Stop Looking...The
Search is Over.” Their main theme
is, “people make SGA better, not
programs.” They purpose to build
relationships among the students,
administration, and the community.
“The tangible changes SGA has
brought have been in the rules. How
ever, SGA was not created to change
rules but be as a go-between and
communicate students’ concerns to
the administration. SGA is a filter, a
channel, so that the voice of the
student is directed to the right place.
We need to focus on what SGA can
do,” Anderson said.
One way the Anderson/Hamer
ticket would help channel students’
concerns, is through a focus group.
They would invite representatives
from offices such as Academic
Records to come to an SGA meet
ing. There the senate could ask ques
tions to that department directly
instead of having all concerns passed
through several committees.
“This type of program wouldn’t
replace any committees that are in
place, it would just streamline the
process. It would be an added ben
efit,” Anderson said.

Anderson and Hamer are pleased
with the support they have received
already and feel they have shown
students that SGA can be fun.
The White/Farris ticket say they
are basing their campaign on prayer
and integrity. They feel the phrase
“People...not process” states their
feelings about SGA and its direc
tion.
Brian White, a junior speech edu
cation and history education major,
and Christy Farris, a sophomore
political science major, have fo
cused their campaign on experi
ence and the pursuit of excellence.
White has had a wide range of
leadership experience including be
ing chairman of the constitutions/
elections committee for SGA, mem
ber of the executive council in SGA,
and team leader for a Swordbearer
Extension Team. Currently he is
president of the junior class and a
member of the Campus Activities
Board.
“When I was considering who I
would like to run on the same ticket
with, a friend of mine mentioned
Christy ’s name. I had not thought of
her before, but after we talked we
found we had similar views and
goals concerning SGA,” White said.
Farris has also been actively in
volved in SGA. She has served as a
representative for the freshman class
and is a member of Tau Delta Kappa
(Honors Society). Currently she is

the vice president of Tau Delta
Kappa and is the SGA representa
tive for the sophomore class.
Farris said that she had not thought
about running for SGA vice presi
dent until White approached her.
“This was a hard decision for me
to make. I feel I made the right
choice though for two reasons. First,
God has been giving me so many
leadership opportunities all along,
and I feel I should take those oppor
tunities. And second, I have re
ceived so much encouragement
from friends and family that I feel
God really wants me to do this,”
Farris said.
The White/Farris campaign slo:
gan is, “Proven Leadership Pursu
ing Excellence." They say that in
their campaigning and in their lives,
they want to demonstrate honesty
and integrity.
“Our philosophy of why we’re
running is that God has given us
many opportunities for leadership.
We firmly base our running on in
tegrity. That’s why our goals are
simple. SGA doesn’t need major
change, we need to build on the
foundation that is there. The only
promise we give is that of integrity
and honesty. We want the students
to remember that we are students as
well; we are not set above them,”
White said.
If. elected, they would seek to
bring back a proper perspective of

SGA.
“SGA has been built up s<5much,
people expect too much. We need to
keep and promote a proper perspec
tive of SGA. Its purpose is to voice
concerns and provide student lead
ership opportunities. I would also
like to see a spiritual emphasis be
cause as leaders we are to be an
example in all areas,” White said.
White and Farris also want to see
SGA reach out more to the student
body. One way they would like to
see this accomplished is through a
quarterly open forum. They would
have key SGA figures come to one
of the dorms, allowing students to
voice their concerns directly.
“A big complaint right now is
that SGA is a big clique. We want to
encourage the SGA representatives
to call the students they represent.
Now that SGA has been internally
structured, it’s time to branch out.
We don’t want the students to al
ways have to come to SGA; we
want SGA to go to the students,”
Farris said.
White and Farris believe that their
broad range of experiences and lead
ership roles combined with their
desire to be open with people has
prepared them to be effective lead
ers of the SGA.
Both tickets say they have been
well-received by the student body,
and they are thankful for the en
couragement from their supporters.
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Daren To Be Different: Going Out With the TW IRP Next Door
Daren Houck
Daren to b e Different

Ahhh.. .sweet St. V alentine’s Day
is over. I apologize for not giving
helpful hints in my last column con
cerning this “Day of Love.” A
couple of people told me they were
looking forward to it; my apologies
for coming up short. I just felt that
the topic I chose was needed imme
diately. Hopefully it wasn’t too pain
ful of a day and you avoided the
need to sing the words of John Aus
tin: “Your latest Valentine gave me
a vicious paper cut.”
This time, however, I will not
neglect a pressing event. This par
ticular event is TWIRP week. The
acronym stands for several things,
from what I understand. Some ex
amples are: The Woman Is Respon
sible for Paying, The Women Is
Responsible for Romantic Pursuits,
The World Is Ridiculously Para
noid, and so on.
Many people thank a Miss Sadie
Hawkins for starting this whole
thing, but they are actually mis
taken. The first TWIRP date re
corded took place in 956 B.C. A
fine looking young cave man named
Og walked through the village on
his way to work at the Boulder
MfMBS

Company every day. He always
passed Ogha’s Pet Rock Store but
never noticed her. She slowly fell in
love while Og remained clueless.
One Saturday night the grand
opening of the Bedrock Cafe was
taking place, and Ogha’s friend,
Oggette, told her to ask Og out on a
double date with her and her boy
friend Ug. She did, they ended up
getting married, and have lived hap
pily ever after since then. Well,
they’re dead now, but they lived
happily ever after while they were
alive.
So here we are: February 23, A.D.
1996, and TWIRP week is right
around the comer. I was wondering
how accepted this practice was to
day. I asked around, and I received
a potpourri of responses. I wanted
to talk about those responses and
throw in my two cents worth.
The repeating male response is:
“Finally, girls get a taste of what it
is like to call someone up, face
rejection, have to plan, have to pay,
and really ask someone out.” It defi
nitely gives dating a strange twist.
I mentioned in a previous column
that I don’t feel girls realize how
tough it is to be a guy. They are so
quick to criticize, but it is tough for

us men. Rejection is just a phone
call away! It’s like making crepes—
it’s not as easy as it looks.
Some guys, however, said that they
didn’t like it. When they do the
asking, they can at least choose
whom to ask. TWIRP week means
they don’t have a choice. They real
ize what it is like to be a women—
both good and bad call your name!
When a guy calls up a girl and is
crazy about her, he puts the girl in
an awkward position. She doesn’t
want to lead him on and say yes, but
she doesn ’t want to hurt his feelings
and say no either— especially if he
is a good friend. So, guys, you fi
nally can see that it’s not fun to hurt
someone’s feelings and say “No
thanks.”
The female response was...well,
they said it was different, but they
wouldn’t do it. At least the majority
of the ones I talked to said that'. I
guess they preferred the traditional
dating scene, which is great. Maybe
they think that if the guy can’t fig
ure out she’s interested in him fiftyone weeks out of the year, he
probably won’t get it just that one.
A couple of ladies said they had
already asked guys out, which is
fine, too. After all, that’s what

1was talking to someone the other day who was feeling frustrated. Why? He lacked direction in life. He looked
dejected and discouraged. The one desire he had was to go to a prominent secular university, but he knew that could
not be God's will for his life. Ijust stared at him blankly. "Um, why not?" I asked. He just laughed bitterly and said,
"Come on. God can't be in that."
Needless to say, I disagree heartily. I think two big problems that plague many Christians today are:
1. the lack of a sense of direction, and
2. the growing belief that what I want to do must not be in the will of God.
Let's deal first with the lack of a sense of diretion. I think people get frustrated because they are waiting for a
call. They wait, and wait, and wait - and get no direction. But 1believe the key is to know when to wait on the Lord
and when not to. Okay, calm down, I am not endorsing any type of irresponsible, self serving, rash behavior. I totally
believe in waiting on God and being led. But I also know that there are people who dig themselves into graves
waiting for some light to shine down on them. When it doesn't, they get frustrated, begin not appreciating the Word,
and eventually want nothing to do with Christianity at all. But it doesn't have to be that way.
Case in point. My friend Rachel was in Bible school but getting more and more exasperated. She was feeling
apathetic and wanted to go overseas on the missions field, but she did not really sense any kind of calling. So Rachel
and her mom went to seek advice from their pastor. He said, "Well, if Rachel doesn't really know what she wants
to do, or where she wants to go, then...she should just go." So they went home, packed her up, and sent her off! And
it was just the definition she needed. She needed to go forward with God.
Now let's deal with the assumption that what we want to do must not be what God wants us to do. My friend who
wanted to go to a secular university was taking it for granted that wanting to go must mean he should stay! If there's
something you really have a desire to do, by all means, use common sense and prayer. But I believe it is dangerous
not to explore that desire and deal with it. If you have a desire to go to a secular school, sign up for a few classes
and see if it is what you want. Go with God. Go forward! And if it isn't right, then just come back afterwards.
It is better to take action in a legitimate way than to hold back and later take action in an illegitimate, angry way.
People get angry because they think God has forsaken them. Why? Because they haven't allowed themselves to
take action in the first place!
I think many times we have this concept of God not wanting us to enjoy life. An adventurous spirit is something
to be fanned. We need to know the part of God that wants us to go out and have a blast. He wants us to have fun
and fulfillment in life and to bring Him along!
So instead of complaining that what we want to do is not in God’s will and that our lives are so boring, stop and
think who made it that way. Do not sit there and say, "Well, nobody's calling me, I'm so bored, and life isjust passing
me by." Who's decision is that? Yours. Call people up! Make a date! Go out! Enjoy life! Where do you want
to go? Pack your bags....go forward. Go with God. And whatever you do, don't leave without Him.

TWIRP week IS. Some ladies get
tired of waiting for a phone call on
Saturday night, so they figure they’ll
do something about it.
Regardless of what you decide to
do, TWIRP week is great experi
ence. I mean, guys are clueless.
And girls...sometimes you just can’t
be read. Neither party seems to win,
and I think that this mid-February
change of pace is a great time to
clear up some issues. It’s supposed
to be warm this weekend, so there
are tons of great places to go—
whether the guy OR the girl does
the asking.
Ladies, there are two really qual-

ity guys you could ask: Ryan
“Sparky” Anderson and Craig
Hamer. I’m sure they ’d love a break
from this hectic campaign stuff. (I’m
sure I’ll catch flack for supporting
them, just like I did with Fellow
ship, but hey, this is the press, and I
read the constitution).
Anyway, it’s been great. One
helpful hint, though. Never type a
paper on a keyboard that has ketchup
spilled on it. It reeks; I think I’m
getting nauseous. Before I go, re
member the Chinese proverb on
TWIRP week and every week of
love and romance: The Way Is Re
ally Painful. Boy, ain’t that the truth.
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Danny Cook
Assignment Editor

On the morning of Sunday, De
cember 17, senior broadcasting
major Sean Cottrill received a tele
phone call. It was the Air Force. His
chief Master Sergeant asked if he
would volunteer to be part of Op
eration Joint Endeavor, the NATO
mission to support the Bosnian
peace process. Sean agreed to go to
Taszar, Hungary, only 20miles from
the Croatian border and ended up
staying until deep into Cedarville’s
Winter Quarter.
Cottrill and his comrades arrived
at Taszar and proceeded to set up

telephone and e-mail lines for the
entire Air Force portion of the mis
sion. It took some doing.
“The air base had nothing when
we got there, but when we left it had
everything Cedarville has,” Cottrill
said.
The communications network not
only cut costs— otherwise they
would have had to use cellular tech
nology—but also it coordinated the
vast number of soldiers and airmen
who were arriving.
“I was part of communications
for all the troops who came in from
Germany. We were like a hub of
supply and personnel. I saw convoy

after convoy of tanks and M. A.S.H.
units come through (Taszar),” he
said.
They set up a base from which to
connect with a satellite. The setup
took up the first three weeks, but
after this, the work was far from
over. He worked as an e-mail and
telephone operator. The e-mail was
much like Cedarville’s, Cottrill said:
“What I did over there was send
e-mail the same way we send it, but
I did that with secure means. Prob
ably I worked more as a telephone
operator, though, connecting calls
from all over.”
The operators put in long 12 hour

days, from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m., all the
while watching as a “tent city” full
of new units arrive. At nights, he
would take the bus an hour away to
a hotel to sleep. He says he was
usually so exhausted by the end that
he did not talk to anyone.
He had little contact with the
Hungarians, let alone the Croatians,
Bosnian Serbs, or Serbs. Cottrill
said the Hungarian pilots would
sometimes fly over from their air
strip on a Warsaw Pact air base,
buzzing the Americans to show off.
But overall, Cottrill thinks the Hun
garians appreciated the gentility of
the U.S. forces after experiencing
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years of brutal Russian occupation.
One man, he said, remarked how
the U.S. occupation was the same
as the Russian occupation except
the American army paid for things
instead of pillaging.
While he was there, Cottrill says
he learned things hd could never
have learned without a “live” mis
sion.
“I learned a lot about my equip
ment and how my job fits in with the
overall deployment of our force. In
the states, our commanders can
hardly say ‘Okay, ladies and gentle
men, today we are going to invade
Indiana,’” Cottrill said.
W hile in H ungary, C o ttrill
worked mostly with people he did
not know, but in the states he was a
part of the Ohio Air National Guard
269th Combat Communications
Squadron. He joined the Air Force
in 1991, and to finish training he
actually began his freshman year a
quarter late.
Because of his stint in Hungary,
he will graduate a quarter later than
he originally thought, but he says it
will have been worth the sacrifice.
Not only did he learn his job better,
but just before he left, he says he
witnessed his faith to his room
mate, who had been observing that
Cottrill read his Bible at night.
“I had asked (God), ‘Why did
You send me to Hungary?’ But I
spent three hours or so talking to my
roommate about how everything in
the Bible points to Christ. My room
mate had trouble understanding the
Old Testament,” Cottrill said.
Cottrill said he would like to thank
all those who prayed for him and
gave him support.
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Jaskilka will Spend

Chapel to Address Language Atrophy
Don E. Smith, Jr.
Staff Writer

Spring in Jerusalem
Rhonda Carnahan
(Staff Writer

Winter quarter is nearly over, and
students are planning for spring
classes. For most students it will be
college life as usual - books, classes,
and a Young’s run every now and
then. But for one Cedarville stu
dent, spring quarter is going to be
unlike anything she has experienced
before.
From March 18 to August 12,
Julie Jaskilka, a sophomore English
major from Portland, Oregon, will
be fulfilling a life-long dream.
Though her schedule is flexible,
Jaskilka is planning to spend two
months living in an apartment in
Jerusalem, have a one-month tour
with the Institute of Holy Land Stud
ies, and visit Egypt, Jordan, Greece,
and Germany.
Jaskilka said she has always been
interested in other cultures.
“When I was seven years old, we
had an exchange student from Ja
pan stay with my family for a few
weeks. I just fell in love with travel,
culture, and especially Japan,” she
said.
When Jaskilka was a junior in
high school, she spent a year as an
exchange student in Japan. She said
her experience in Japan developed
her dream to immerse herself in
other cultures.
“I really can’t believe it’s hap
pening. I can ’t remember when this
wasn ’t a dream of mine. Spending a
year in Japan developed the dream.
Here at college it became a goal,
and now I’m fulfilling that goal,”
she said.
Jaskilka is involved with tutoring
Russian Jews in Columbus and has
a special love for the Jewish people
and their way of life.
“One of the things I am really
looking forward to is spending Pass
over in Jerusalem. I love the chal
lenge that comes with fitting into
other cultures. There is a rootedness
to their culture that is not present in
ours. Celebrating Passover is such
an old custom, and yet it readily fits
in with Christianity and what we

believe,” she said.
Easter is Jaskilka’s favorite day
of the year, and she is excited that
she will be spending this Easter at
the sight of the tomb.
“I am really looking forward to
having Christianity personalized
even more; it’s amazing to think I’11
be walking where the Biblical events
actually took place,” she said.
Jaskilka said that she feels that
traveling is an excellent way of ex
panding one’s mind. She said it is
important to get out of the Ameri
can mind-set and understand other
people and cultures. She hopes she
will be able to make good friends in
the countries she visits. She does
not want to be seen as a foreigner
who just showed up to tour the
country.
“I hope to gain a broad perspec
tive of the world and an apprecia
tion for the arts, history, and culture
of Europe and the Israel area. I want
to meet a lot of Christians and gain
a greater understanding of myself,
most importantly as a citizen of
heaven and only secondly as an
American,” she said.
While in Germany, Jaskilka Will
be spending a great deal of time
with her unsaved friend Pamela
whom she met in Japan. She said
that she has had a lot of deep discus
sions with her, but she is still not
saved.
“I would appreciate prayers for
my safety, and many opportunities
to witness by my lifestyle, not only
words. I have a special burden for
Jew ish people and my friend,
Pamela,” she said.
Jaskilka planned much of her trip
using information she found on the
Internet. She feels students should
take advantage of the opportunities
they have to travel.
“One reason I’m going now is
that it is one of the last chances I’ll
have to just pick up and go. Other
opportunities will come later but
not in the same way. It’s important
to know how others view the world
if you’re going to be effective in
helping them,” she said.
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Communication, according to
“The American Heritage Dictionary
of the English Language,” is the
exchange of thoughts, messages, or
the like, as by speech, signals, or
writing. In an age when innovations
in technology allow messages to be
transmitted through electronic mail
(e-mail), the Internet, web sites, and
other news groups, they often lack
the quality they once had.
“It seems that our language is
deteriorating,” said Dr. James
Phipps, Chairman of the Commu
nications Department, “and our so
ciety is now accepting a lower
standard in speech and vocabulary.”
In chapel, from February 27 to
29, the Communications Depart
ment will address this issue. Phipps
said that it is a usual occurrence to
have a department coordinate a
chapel service.
“It is common practice to have
different groups within the college
in chapel,” said Phipps.
On Tuesday February 27, Phipps
will speak to the student body about
the importance of better communi
cation as Christians.
“Language is made up of sym
bols,” he explained. “All our words
are symbols, and if we are accept
ing a lower standard, people are no
longer as creative as they used to
be.”
Phipps said that we as Christians
could be heading down that road as
well.
Dr. Wes Baker, Professor of
Speecn/Broadcasting, also men
tioned his frustration of our deterio
rating language.
“Look at language now and listen
to people talk. You can go to the
store and hear people speaking in a
degraded form and saying words
that as a child I would never speak
in public, and they are now com
mon-place for our society,” said
Baker.
Baker explained that his biggest
fear with the upcoming technology
is that the very message we send
may not be worth sending.
“We are becoming a visual soci
ety that can just click on with a
button,” he said. “I am also worried
that people with sight impairments
will have a hard time dealing with
technological advances.”
On Wednesday, February 28,
Baker will lead this symposium with
Professor Dr. David Robey, Profes
sor Dr. Michael Lopez, and Associ
ate Professor Deborah Haffey. The
discussion will start out in an un
usual way.
“We will begin our symposium
with a Mystery Science Theater
3000 format,” explained Lopez.
“We will use a clip from the movie
‘Wall Street’ for educational objec
tives from a communication point

of view.”
Kragel, Assistant Professor of Com
Lopez said that after the clip, they munication Arts, will conclude the
will discuss the role of communica C om m unication D ep artm en t’s
tion today.
chapel by speaking about choices
“It seems our society is becom on Thursday February 29.
ing more, and more a sound-byte.
“You see, it is the little choices
Our political campaigns are slo we make and not the big ones that
gans and advertisements and not determine our lives in C hrist,”
Kragel said.
meaningful issues,” he said.
To deal with another issue, James
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Homeless Awareness
Mr, Holland's Opus Lacks Realism Week Comes to an End
ented actress, and it was refreshing sions and events are continually set
to see someone who looked com up, but the characters have given
Contributing Writer
their decisions away long before
It can be said that Hollywood pletely at home in her part.
A number of deaf actors play the they say their lines.
takes its film subjects to the ex
The film bears good fruit in spite
role
of Coal, Holland’s deaf son
tremes to "push the limits" and of
of the negatives. For a young audi
ten graphic violence, sex, and who spends most of his life shunned
ence it teaches, in its most elemen
by
a
father
that
he
wants
to
love.
profane language are the targets of
tary form, the principles of hard
Though
a
limited
speaking
part,
the
our protests. “Mr. Holland’s Opus”
work and determination. For the
actor
who
plays
Coal
does
a
good
falls on the opposite extreme of
older audience, it provides a glimpse
these. A rose colored film painted job of relaying the frustration and
into the past that many may remem
anger
he
feels
toward
his
father.
entirely in red, this film pulls every
ber as well as reminder of what life
Holland
is
given
a
chance
to
ac
cheap emotional trick on the viewer
is like when people strive to achieve
to ultimately fail in adequately com cept his son as he sings and signs a
things.
song
for
him.
The
director
does
not
municating the love that a teacher
It stresses the importance of fami
portray
emotion
or
feeling
on
the
has for his subject and students.
lies and shows the negatives when
screen
without
using
music
and
The story of a composer turned
these values are abandoned. It also
teacher who gives his life for the sweeping camera shots to bring the
emphasized love between a father
student, “Mr. Holland’s Opus” takes audience to his level of feeling.
The characters are given ample and son, an element missing in many
the viewer on an emotional ride that
films today. All in all, it was a
briefly pauses on the struggles and room to open up and reveal who
modestly good film. In spite of my
they
really
are,
but
none
seem
will
triumphs that build the great man
criticisms, it is easy to watch and
ing
to
go
any
deeper
than
they
are
the viewers are supposed to see.
with some effort, the viewer can
forced
to
by
dialogue
that
seemed
The film begins with Holland’s
interpret its theme.
rather
cliched
and
dry.
original intentions of being a com
If its values can be drawn out,
The situations seemed over-used
poser and soon focuses on the
they will reveal a film that makes a
as
well:
A
student
who
feels
like
a
struggles involved when young
strong statement on the state of fami
Holland’s (Richard Dreyfuss) teach failure because her whole family is
musical and she is not, a student lies and people as a whole. A lack of
ing job takes center stage, rather
realism and an overuse of emotion
than the supporting sidelight he had who is talented in sports learns to
work hard and pick up a musical backfire on the director and ulti
anticipated.
. mately the actors as they put forth a
Holland moves from a young, skill, and a girl who feels trapped
film that masks its message in a
into
staying
home
though
she
wants
awkward teacher to a gruff but lov
cloud of optimism and a curtain of
to
go
to
New
York
and
become
a
able old man who influences the
show. In spite of its good message,
singer.
lives of his students. Unfortunately,
few viewers will take it for anything
Everyone
has
seen
these
sce
the audience is not allowed to see
narios before, and the director plod more than the slightly schmaltzy
exactly how. The director revealed
drama it is.
the end-product but no insight into dingly takes viewers through them
The film is rated PG and lasts 2
again
as
if
they
did
not
already
the labor involved. While intelli
hours and 24 minutes.
know
how
they
are
going
to
turn
gent movie-goers realize a film is
not going to be completely realistic, out.
When Holland becomes the cen
it is helpful in a film to give the
ter
of one of his students affec
audience a taste of the work behind
tions, the audience is lead to wonder
the glory.
Glenne Headly plays supporting about his intents as he pens a song
role to Holland as his wife, Iris for her. All are relieved, however
Holland, and is careful not to step in to find him turning down her offer
the limelight. She seems a very tal to run away with her. Major deci
Ben Barnhart

Jesse DeConto

“We have two goals: to help you
realize the needs of the homeless,
Isn’t Cedarville College a great even in a rural area like Cedarville
place? Wearing our Birkenstock’s or Xenia and to help you realize that
and anything w ith the w ords there is something ypu can do to
‘Abercrombie and Fitch” on the impact (he homeless. It’s easy for
tag, we lounge around in our nice us to think that homelessness is a
warm dorm rooms and think of new big problem in cities like New York
complaints to write on those little or Chicago, or even Cincinnati but
cards in Chuck’s. We daily dress in think we don’t deal with it in Xenia
our eight layers of clothing because, or the Cedarville area. But the fact
“it is so cold in Ohio.”
is, it is all around us.”
By now you have surely noted
Students have realized the needs
the sarcastic nature of the above of the unsheltered in our area. The
lead. However, condemnation is not senior class held a drive to collect
the purpose of this article. The fact warm clothing. The junior class will
is: we can not help ourselves. Per throw a “Just Reach Out” party next
sonal comfort is a luxury of which week. The sophomore class spon
we involuntarily take advantage. sored a “Swing-a-thon” to raise
And why shouldn’t we joyfully ac money for homeless shelters in the
cept God’s blessings?
area.
On the other hand, we must ask
According to Beste each R.A.
ourselves, “Why has the Lord collected funds from his/her resi
blessed us and our families like He dents to buy blankets. Many stu
has?” Obviously, He does not want dent organizations were involved
us to hoard our wealth like those as well. Epsilon Alpha Pi led a “Fast
violent characters in Dante’s “Di from Shelter.” Eight campus orga
nizations volunteered time at home
vine Comedy.”
All of us realize that there are less sh elters; they cleaned,
people around us who are less for organized storage areas, played with
tunate. We also wish there were children, raised funds, and even
something we could to help them. provided socks and gloves.
But that is usually where our con Though much was accomplished
this week, Beste stressed the impor
cern ends.
This week we finally put our com tance of not making Homelessness
passion for the homeless into ac Awareness a mere one-week event.
tion. Over the past five days, under
“We want students to learn that
the direction of the Campus Activi once they leave Cedarville, they
ties Office, Cedarville’s classes and can still meet those needs wherever
organizations have sponsored they are, without the help of an
Homelessness Awareness Week. organized week like this,” he said.
According to Student Organiza
tion Coordinator Jeff Beste,
Contributing Writer

The Cedarville Review is coming soon!
William Faulkner wasn t even
oar best. Sadly, our best
contributer hasn t written yet.
Perhaps if you were to write
a poem, essay, short story or
draw some art and submit it
to Hannah Haffey. you could
be our best writer. But you
better get busy, because
competition is fiercel

O f course, not everybody is
qualified to write for it. Mr.
Giovonie seemed to have
trouble talking about
anything but his Samual
Pizza's diary.

Edgar Allan

Poa

find Edgar Bilan Poe was
always changing his stories.
Most of them were accept
able only after 13 revisions!

| O n e M ile n o rth o f Y ellow S p rin g e c m R o tA e 6 8
1___ '
O p e n 7 d a y s 3 w e e k 3 2 5 -0 8 2 9 _______

William Faulkner
v
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Peter, Paul, and M aty. A t the Palace Theater
March 14. T ickets still left, but call quick. It's a
cultural experience. R eally.
C olum bus Sym phony C oncerts. T w o classical
concerts: Mar. 1-2, v iolin ist C harles W etherbee;
Mar. 8 -1 0 , pianist A licia de Larrocha. Pops C on
cert, Mar. 15-16, M ercedes E llington (grand
daughter o f D u k e E llington) (6 1 4 )2 2 4 -3 2 9 1 .
B U G S ! O rganized by p eop le w ith an interesting
perspective on what's interesting. S e e liv e insects
from around the w orld distributed within the
Conservatory's extraordinary plant collection s.
O pen 10-5 M onday through Sunday, W ednesday
10-8. (6 1 4 )6 4 5 -8 7 3 3 .
U nder the D om im Tree. W ant to know what an
Israeli m o v ie is like? If not, you lack im agination
and cu riosity and m ay as w ell die. B ased on G ila
Alm agor's autobiography and set in 1953. F o
cu ses on a group o f young H olocau st survivors
struggling to find a place for th em selv es in Israeli
society. W exner Center for the Arts, O hio State
U niversity. 2:00, Sunday, Feb. 25.
N ote: T he W exner Center sh ow s all sorts o f
foreign film s at all hours. (6 1 4 )2 9 2 -3 5 3 5 .

Steiner. Cinncinnati Art M useum , Eden Park. A n
exhibition o f tw enty photographs that reflect life in
rural V erm ont and o ff the coast o f M aine. A lso,
sam e dates, M alcolm X Paradox: W oodcuts by
T hom E. Shaw , a 25 print series that addresses
social ills o f the street and sch ools.
G H O ST S. Henrik Ibsen's cla ssic 19th Century
tragedy o f a mother's lo v e and her son's eventual
doom , Cincinnati Playhouse in the Park, Eden
Park. If this play w ere literal food for thought, it
w ould be G arlic Shrim p Flam be sautee’d in bour
bon, not macaroni and ch eese.
T he G olden Lamb. A landmark in Lebanon, only
slightly northeast o f C inncinnati. F ood approaches
the apotheosis o f epicurean delight (p eop le really
like it). It is a venerable inn w h ose beds and board
have been enjoyed by several Presidents as w ell as
Mark Tw ain and Charles D ick en s but w ill not be
enjoyed by C edarville students. This entry is ad
vertising the restaurant, not encouraging illicit
activity. A lso in Lebanon: 2 0 antique and over 3 0
specialty shops and m alls concentrated in the hand
som e dow ntow n area.
27 S. Broadw ay. (5 1 3 )9 3 2 -5 0 6 5 .
Children’s M useum o f Cinncinnati. A n ew learn
ing m useum where all the exhibits are "hands on."
E xciting activities and such. For those w ho are not
self-con sciou s, this can be quite a rush. F eelin gs o f
"ah, a kid on ce more" w ill spout up within thine

M otion on a Q uiet Island: Photographs by Ralph

D er Duetchler. Is fast becom in g fam ous for slow ly
roasted m eats, farm-fresh vegetab les and "simply"
d elicio u s desserts. Seats up to 8 0 0 , so bring a date,
or several dates if m onogam y d o es not prick your
co n scien ce. In W ayn esville, near Cinncinnati. 23 0
N . State R oute 4 2 . (5 1 3 )8 9 7 -4 7 1 6 .

Shakespeare's Henry V . Perform ed by the A cting
C om pany. M iam i U niversity, H all A uditorium ,
O xford, 8 p.m . Contact K athleen Z ien (5 1 3 ) 5 2 9 
6333.

Q-zar. If you forget everything said here today,
rem em ber this one thing: Enter Q-zar, and enter the
sci-fi arena o f lazertag, w here you have nothing to
depend on but a lazergun and a few lou sy teamm em bers you've never m et before (u n less you bring
friends). Surrealistic battle m aze co m p lete with
enough sm oke, darkness and hurtling lazerbeam s to
m ake up for all th ose im m obile nights spent w atch
ing so-called "chick-flicks."

soul. 7 0 0 W . Pete R ose W ay. (5 1 3 )4 2 1 -5 4 3 7 .

Jawbone Hill Releases New CD, "Sackcloth and Sunshine"
Matthew Seth Meyer
Contributing Writer

Last spring, a young, indepen
dent band named Jawbone Hill came
to Springfield and played a knock
out set at the Nod Over Coffee
house. This show won the band
many Cedarville fans, and no doubt
many are wondering where Jaw
bone Hill has been since then.
This past summer the Pennsylva
nia quartet finished up “Sackcloth
and Sunshine,” a full-length CD
release. The CD was produced by
the Throes’ Bill Campbell, who did
an excellent job of capturing the
intensity of Jawbone Hill’s live per
formance while giving each of the

thirteen songs a fresh feel in the
studio.
The CD begins with “Proud Of,”
a long time show-opener. Guitarist/
vocalist Dan Erb and guitarist Galen
Kraybill punch out their melodic
dual-guitar attack over Jansen
Herr’s pulsing bass lines and Lin
Fisher’s lively percussion. I have
rarely heard two guitarists who work
this well together, trading off lead
and rhythm parts for an incredibly
even interplay.
The whole sound is held together
by the “ever so cool,” according to
True Tunes News, vocals of Erb.
The CD runs through a variety of
concert favorites and new material

that does not appear on either their
self-titled demo cassette or their
eight-song live recording, entitled
“Jawbone Hill Live.”
“Highlights from Sackcloth and
Sunshine” includes a worked-over
version of the crowd favorite “Ra
diate,” the quiet “Jansen’s Song,”
the brutally honest “Too Late (A
C o n fessio n ),” and “Jaw bone
Frolic,” a fun instrumental which is
unfortunately missing its trademark
“Hey!” from the live shows.
The album closes with their sig
nature song, the sm oldering
“Samson.” The song has long been
a crowd favorite, and Campbell’s
production skills bring the old war-

horse to a new level with a new slide
guitar part and a revamped bridge.
Erb contributes the lyrics for all of
the songs except for “Salt,” by
Kraybill.
“Sackcloth and Sunshine” deals
with a variety of subjects, ranging
from immorality in the media (“Pu
rity”) and struggling with arrogance
and complacency (“Too Late”), to
the comfort we can find in Christ
(“Jansen’s Song”). Throughout the
album, Erb’s lyrics are sometimes
awkward, often poetic, but always
honest and real.
Fans of Poor Old Lu, Adam
Again, or the Prayer Chain should
really enjoy this album. The record

ing quality easily matches any pro
fessional album, and the packaging
is superb for an independent re
lease. For anyone who was im'
pressed by the band live, this CD is
a must-have.
Since the album was released in'
dependently, it is not likely to be
found in any stores. For inform^'
tion on ordering “Sackcloth And
Sunshine,” or just more informa'
tion about the band, check out their
web site at http://www.pond.coni/
-ransom/jawbone.html. This sit®
has sound clips, pictures, and more-
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D eK ruyter Finds U ses F or L im o
Beverly Keist
.

Lead Writer

When a college student goes shop
ping for his or her own set of wheels,
a limousine usually is not one of the
preferred means of transportation.
In Paul DeKruyter’s case, however,
the scenario was a bit different.
It all started when he was a fresh
man at Taylor University planning
to transfer to Cedarville so he could
major in mechanical engineering.
He and his brother shared a car at
the time, and as Paul began prepar
ing for the move, his sibling in
formed him in no uncertain terms
that their car was going to stay at
Taylor.
This meant DeKruyter had to find
his own means of transportation.
During the summer of 1994, he
heard that a limousine was going to
be sold at an auction in Indiana, so

he made plans to go.
“I just decided that I wanted a
limo. I didn’t want a van, but I
wanted something I could haul a lot
of people in,” DeKruyter said. “So
I went to the auction with the intent
of buying the limo.”
Forty-five hundred dollars later,
DeKruyter held the keys to his very
own limousine. He and his friends
immediately found creative ways
to put it to use. DeKruyter described
one of his favorite activities:
“We had four ‘bodyguards’ in all
black suits with sunglasses and went
to a d o llar m ovie th eater at
Taylor...One of the guys walked to
the front of the line, which had
about 20 people in it, to get tickets.
Then our ‘famous’ person, my friend
Steven Hawkins, got out of the limo
wearing jeans, a jacket, and a baseball hat.”

X Stop \
looking...
the search is
\ over
SGA1996

The “bodyguards” told curious
bystanders that Hawkins was a
movie producer. “People started
taking pictures— one person said
he thought he had heard of him,”
DeKruyter said. “[Hawkins] signed
one autograph and then said, ‘That’s
enough!”’
Here at the ‘Ville DeKruyter has
found other ways to use his limo.
Last year he drove a ministry team
of nine people to AWANA every
week.
“It’s fun just to pile people in it.
I’ve gotten twenty people in it before,” DeKruyter said, explaining
that he once drove his sister unit to
Chuck’s.
Occasionally he rents his car and
services to people for a reasonable
charge—between $ 15 and $20 per
hour, depending on whefe he is
asked to drive. He plays the role of
a chauffeur by wearing a black threepiece suit with one of three differ
ent bow-ties, com plete with a
“chauffeur’s cap,” which is actu
ally a Greek fisherman hat with a
Cadillac emblem glued on it.
While he likes being a chauffeur
at times, he prefers to limit his ser
vice somewhat. “I enjoy it at first,
and then it gets to be a job,” he
explained.
Having a limousine and being a
chauffeur does have its benefits.
Occasionally his customers are
seated first at restaurants that have
a waiting list when the restaurant
personnel notice their mode of trans
portation. And even better, said
DeKruyter, “Sometimes I get free
parking!”
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Eder Strides towards
Coming Olympic Trial
Olympic Trials on June 22. Eder
feels he has a shot to make the
Contributing Writer
Chad Eder’s collegiate sport suc American national team.
“My goal is to finish in the top
cess has its roots in a joke from his
freshman year and has spiraled into five, but winning the event would
give me a spot on the (national)
Olympic-sized accomplishments.
“As a freshman we were goofing team, w hichldon’tbelieveis out of
around and seeing who could walk reach.”
As one of only two collegiate
the fastest, and I won easily. I al
competitors
at the trials, age would
ways could walk fast, but I never
knew of race walking as a sport appear to be on Eder’s side. Re
until after that. The captain (of the gardless of his finish, there could be
track team) suggested I talk to the many more chances to make the
Olympic team. But, Eder says after
coach about it.”
From there, Coach Tim Walters this, he is ready to move on.
“I am going to be content to be at
introduced Eder to the sport of race
the
Olympic Trials and then to go
walking, and he has been excelling
on
with
my career in finance. Many
in it ever since. Because of his ac
athletes
hang on to something they
complishments, Eder was named
never
realize
or achieve, but I’ve
the 1994-95 Yellow Jacket Club
enjoyed
my
time
(competing).”
Male Athlete of the Year. Eder’s
Eder
attributes
part
of his success
credentials include NAIA national
to
Vince
Peters,
his
coach
since his
runner-up and a fourth place finish
freshman
year.
Peters
is
the
US ATF
at the national race walking compe
Ohio
Chairman
for
Race
Walking,
tition last year. He currently is
ranked seventh nationally in race track and field coach at Yellow
Springs High School, and a former
walking.
marathon
standout at Wright State.
At a special ceremony during half
He
said
that
Eder’s dedication has
time of the Lil’ Sibs Weekend bas
been
critical
to his success.
ketball game, Eder received the
“Chad
is
definitely
a hard, con
athlete of the year award, plaque
sistent
worker.
He
knows
dedica
and check. The award was very
tion,
over
the
long
run,
will
lead
unexpected Eder said.
him
to
success.
He
is
one
of
the
“When I found out I had won (the
most
dedicated
athletes
I’ve
worked
award) I was very surprised and
with, and I’ve worked with a lot of
very humbled,” he said.
With the money he received from athletes in my 22 years of coach
the award, Eder plans to take one of ing.”
Eder said the help of the Cedar
his biggest supporters, his wife
ville
track coaches has also been
Becky, on a trip.
vital
to his career along with the
Eder’s talent at race walking will
entire
backing of the Cedarville
also send him on another trip. He is
College
family.
heading to Atlanta, Georgia for the
David Farrell
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Jesus Freaks: M eet the 1995-96 SG A Praise B and
Amy Martin
Contributing Writer-

Every Friday morning at the start
of SGA Chapel, the same group of
men and women stand at the front to
lead in musical worship. These
musicians are recognized by the
majority of the student body but are
usually given dubbed names such
as “The Harmonica Man,” “The
Bass Player,” or “The Guy Who
Plays the Drums.”
But these personalities have real
names, and there is more to them
than just faces on stage. They are a
unified team praising and worship
ping God while encouraging the
students to do the same. They are
the SGA Worship Team.
The Worship Team began when
Jason Grills, an organizational com
munication major, developed the
band during the summer pf 1994.
However, he refuses to take the
credit and insists that God is ini
tially responsible.
Last year’s SGA chaplain, Erin
Weaver, asked Grills if he would be
willing to put together a team to
lead SGA worship music for the
1994-95 school year. Weaver asked
him to pray about it and commit to
it if that was what God was leading
him to do. An additional encour
agement to go ahead with the deci
sion was Karen Cushman, who
joined as the teanTs piano player in
1994.
In the summer of 1994, Grills
committed to organizing a worship
team and asked six others to con
sider joining him. Everyone com
mitted.
Jessica Schuring, a vocalist in the
band and a junior music education
major, had the desire to reach others
for the Lord through music minis
try, so she, too, prayed about the

team.
She said that when she called
Grills to accept, he played a part of
“The River” (last year’s theme song)
over the phone.
“I thought, ‘This song sounds re
ally exciting,”’ she said.
Eric Anderson, another vocalist,
shared Schuring’s enthusiasm.
“I thought it was a great cause to
take worship in a little different
direction because there was some
thing lacking in the student body,”
said Anderson
He said that he thought the Wor
ship Team was the way to supple
ment that void.
Grills received other positive re
sponses. Julianne Edgerton, John
Ferguson, Josh Rupp, and Jeremy
Washburn all accepted as well as
Mark Button, the group’s sound
engineer and just recently, Mia
Crecco as the group’s pianist.
The team first met when Grills
invited two of his friends, worship
leaders at a church camp Gail Black
and Liz Honeyford, to lead the group
in a seminar on worship..
Schuring recalls that the women
presented the group with a new
viewpoint on what worship really
is. They explained that Christ dwells
in each one and uses each to praise
His Father.
“When you get in a seat of wor
ship, you have to be so dependent,
so open, so vulnerable and exposed
personally before God and before
other people. I have to be honest
about who I am, my motivations,
and what I’m doing,” said Schuring.
Leading the worship requires a
lot of personal preparation. This is
why the team meets every Thurs
day night from about 10:00 to often
1:00. Not only do they practice, but
they also spend that time in prayer

The members of the SGA Praise Band are, from left to right, Mia Crecco, Jessica Schuring, Julianne Edgerton, Jeremy Washburn,
Josh Rupp, Mark Button, Jason Grills, John Ferguson, and Eric Anderson. Photo by P. Wallis.

and encouraging one another in their
walk with Christ.
“I’ve found it (working with the
Worship Team) to be a real blessing
because they’re so in tune to what
they want spiritually. So much
prayer goes into each week,” said
Button.
Grills stresses that the Worship
Team is not a performance. They
are simply leaders in worship for
one being: God. Other team mem
bers agree.
“It’s tough— the stage. I don’t
like the spotlight much, but the
drums stand out a lot. You have to
have a clean heart and a time of

Hie Nu d u b on the Ministry Block
.Staff Writer
It all started about five years
ago, when Assistant Professor o f
Christian E d u cation C heryl
Fawcett came up with the idea o f
an organization that ministered to
the prayer needs o f the ministries
on campus.
It took a little less than five
years to get the organization, Chi
Delta Nu, up and running. Since
its beginnings this past fall, the
club has experienced nothing but
success. The members are very
excited about this new opportu
nity to serve the other ministries
through prayer.

The purpose o f Chi Delta Nu is to
pray for the outreach o f ministries
in the communities and also for
personal burdens o f the members
that deal with their ministry.
The club’s one requirement is
that each member belongs toam inistry on campus. A variety o f min
istries are represented in this club.
Their dedication is to the service o f
their ownministry, but once amonth
they share and pray forthe coneems
o f the others.
Although their main concentra
tion o f energy is on other ministries,
they have other opportunities to
serve. Later this year they will be
going to Indianapolis for a Pacer’s

game, and afterwards they will
have a lock-in with many disad
vantaged youths. They will be
playing games, eating pizza, and
hopefully have some opportuni
ties to talk with the youths about
spiritual concerns.
The club meets in the Gavelyte
on the second Tuesday o f every
month. Most o f the meeting time
is devoted to prayer. They pray in
groups o f varying sizes for about
a half an hour; the other half hour
is devoted to food and fellow
ship. Dues are five dollars a month
which go for organizational ex
penses. Usually 25 to 30 mem
bers attend meetings.

preparation before you get on stage,”
said Washburn.
Appropriately, the SGA theme
song for this year is “In the Light”
by Charlie Peacock. The song, re
cently re-released by D.C. Talk on
“Jesus Freak,” emphasizes taking
the focus off of one’s self and plac
ing it on Christ.
The Worship Team has been un
der some criticism about appearing
to be a performance rather than
worship.
“It’s a different way of worship
ping. It’s a change, and change is
hard for a lot of people. But we felt
that this was something the Lord
w anted us to d o ,” ex p lain ed
Edgerton, a senior music and com

munication arts major and vocalist
for the group.
“People have lost what it means
to worship,” said Rupp, bass guitar
player. “The Worship Team just
serves as an example for students.
The (Worship Team) is exactly who
and what they say they are.”
As for a continuing Worship
Team into the 1996-97 school year,
the prospect appears bleak. Of nine
members, six are seniors who will
graduate in June. But Ferguson, the
electric guitar player, remains opti
mistic, saying that one never knows
what the Lord is planning. Grills
also has confidence that others will
catch the vision and keep it going.

•Adolescent M edicine
•Pediatrics
•Adultand Geriatric M edicine • Physical Exams/Schods
•Gynecology
Employment/Sports
•Minor Trauma
•Wellness Programs

Karen A. Harlan,
M.D.
Holistic Medicine
< 0 <
Christian Family Practice
Office Hours by Appointment

256-9700
1343 Woodman Dr.
Dayton, OH 45432
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Although Easy, Interesting, Few Students Utilize Web Pages
because they have to know how to
are some other sites that I like.” It to an extent, and they could prob like it did on the screen in Netscape.
There are a lot of sites on the Web say a lot in a few words so people
gets a little routine after awhile, ably have something completely
Lead Writer
new. So, in order to have a career in that have tutorials that tell you how won’t get bored looking at their
With the most recent updates in unless people really work to make it
page. It gets them working with
it, I’d have to be really dedicated to you go about learning the tags.
Cedarville College’s computer net unique.
keeping up on it and to learning a Cedars: How could you find some computers, so it’s good for teachers
work, many students, faculty, and Cedars: I hear that you were the
to know how to help their students.
of those tutorials?
lot. It changes week by week.
staff members have been introduced first female at Cedarville to have
Cedars: So you’re sayingthat across
I’ve seen the World Wide Web McMacken: I can give you a couple
foT the first time to personal your own personal homepage.
the
lin e, h av in g , a personal
just explode since the beginning of of addresses for that. (See end of
homepages on the World Wide McMacken: About a year ago I knew
homepage
is valuable for your fu
the summer. It’s becoming so easy article for addresses.)
Web. Although CedarNet allows a couple of guys that were making
ture
career?
for people to put up homepages that Cedars: So let’s say I’ve looked at
users to create homepages relatively their own homepages and got kind
the Web is just getting really big. It the tutorials, and I kind of feel a McMacken: Right. It impresses your
easily, many people have been hesi of interested in it. At that time
will probably start getting more little bit comfortable about setting employers...computers are so im
tant to experiment with something CedarNet didn’t have Netscape yet.
portant to the future. No matter what
I had an account on the Cactus complex, and people will have to up a web page of my own, why
they do not fully understand.
work harder to learn how to do the should I? If every other college stu career you go into, if you can’t use
A ccording to C e d a rv ille ’s server here at Cedarville. It was
dent out there has a personal page, a computer and don’t understand
coding for the really cool stuff.
homepage on Netscape, which lists originally for CIS (Computer Infor
Internet, it could really prevent you
Cedars: You keep mentioning that how could one benefit me?
people within the college family mation Systems) majors, but they
setting up homepages is really easy. McMacken: Probably the biggest from getting a job, being promoted,
who have personal web pages, only started giving accounts to other stu
31 faculty and staff members have dents who wanted to learn more
taken advantage of this new step in about computers. Because I had
technology. Students have been access to that machine, I could build
even less inclined to venture into a web page that was viewable by
the world of homepages; only 116 people on the Internet and the World
students are listed as having their Wide Web. I did a page that con
sisted mostly of pictures and “This
own web pages.
Cedars was interested in learning is who I am and these are my
more about personal homepages as friends,” and I worked on that to
well as how they can benefit col ward the end of winter quarter (of
lege students. To glean some in 1995).
Into spring quarter I started learn
sight, we turned to a ju n io r
ing
more about HTML, which is
professional writing major and net
Hyper
Text Markup Language, the
work guru, Megan McMacken.
program
code that you use to write
Cedars: I noticed that a lot of busi
a
web
page.
Then, during the sum
nesses show their World Wide Web
mer,
I
got
another
account on a
addresses at the end of their televi
Freenet,
and
I
decided
over the sum
sion advertisements. Virtually ev
mer
to
do
a
totally
new
homepage,
ery company is linked to the Internet
since
the
one
at
Cactus
was gone.
and has its own web page. Are per
Cedars:
What
would
you
say influ
sonal homepages becoming a more
enced
you
to
set
one
of
these
pages Geoff Hillman, a sophomore accounting major works on his web page. Photo by P. Wallis.
popular as well?
■
McMacken: Yes. In Cedarville any up in the first place?
I know that for a lot of Cedarville thing is for getting employed after things like that. I don’t know of any
student or faculty member can have McMacken: Mostly because I was
students, this is a totally foreign you graduate. It looks really im job that people wouldn’t have to
their own homepage, and although interested in computers. It ended up
language, and they are kind of scared pressive to an employer if you can know how to use computers and e
a lot of people are doing that, a lot of being really beneficial last spring
about putting one up. Could you say, “This is where my web page is. mail.
other people still don’t know much quarter and this fall quarter because
Cedars: So, if a classroom full of
when I got to classes, I already explain exactly how you would go If you want to find out more about
about it.
third-graders
can do this, then prob
me, go look here.”
about setting up a web page?
Cedars: Since many people are not knew how to do a lot of the stuff that
ably
college
students
should be able
I have my resume online, and
McMacken: On everybody’s H:\
very familiar with this, perhaps you they were teaching us. I was curi
drive here is a directory called depending on the company I was to learn how to do it, too.
could explain what a personal ous; I wanted to teach myself more
H:\HTML, and within that direc trying to get employed at, they could McMacken: They should be able
about it.
homepage is.
tory th e re ’s a file called then use Netscape or whatever Web to. There are a lot of people on
McMacken: Well, originally when Cedars: And you’re still doing other
INDEX.HTM. An index file is Browser they have to look at my campus that are willing to teach
they started, which was probably projects, not just for yourself, but
across the board; nearly every web resume. There’s even a link to send people how.
two years ago by now, people would creating other homepages?
It might sound like since the In
site, no matter what the network is m e e -m a il d irectly from my
use them to make lists of their fa McMacken: I volunteered to do the
ternet
is changing so fast, it’s kind
like, uses an index file to be the homepage. It’s just a good way for
vorite sites on the W orld Wide Web Society for Technical Communica
you to show people that you’re learn of pointless to learn HTML now,
main homepage for that person.
so that they could go back to those tors web page here at Cedarville.
That’s the first page that you ing about computers, that you’re since it could be totally different in
places easily. Then they started in Because of that, the Language and
would work on creating. You would keeping up on technology, that a year or two. But I think if people
cluding information about them Literature Department has hired me
probably use something like Win you’re motivated to teach yourself learn it now, it will make it easier
selves. Some people made pages for an internship to do their depart
for them to leant new things that
dows Notepad; that’s the easiest things like this.
that were worth visiting by putting mental web page during winter and
come along and to be able to jump
Cedars:
Do
you
think
it
would
work
place to actually do the typing. We
totally unique information on them spring quarters. Also, over Christ
in at any point and keep up with
for
people
who
are
not,
say,
in
busi
have Hot Metal Pro, but that’s dif
so that it would be a site that other mas break I in one day put together
what’s happening.
ness
or
computer
majors?
a page for Cornerstone College. It ficult to learn if you don’t under
people would come to look at.
WWW
Addresses:
McMacken:
I
think
it’s
really
im
stand HTML yet and you’re trying
Cedars: What kinds of information was a listing of all the sermons that
To
access
these sites, run Netscape,
portant
for
education
majors
be
had been given in chapel since about to teach yourself.
would they include?
click
on
the
“Open” button on the
cause
this
is
the
kind
of
thing
that,
Then, when you’re in Netscape
McMacken: Some biographical 1963. They have all of them on
button
bar,
and
then type in these
depending
on
what
part
of
the
coun
and you find a page you like when
stuff, but some people actually took tape, and people who want acopy of
addresses:
try
you
end
up
in,
you
might
have
a
you’re just looking around, if you
a topic that they researched and put a tape can use the listing to find and
click on View on the menu bar and computer in your classroom that’s H TM L T u to rial: h ttp ://w w w .
order
it.
information out there that would be
then Source, it shows you the cod connected to the Internet, and it mcli.dist.
available to other people. Then, Cedars: Are you looking for a ca
ing that that person used to make would be really important to know maricopa.edu/ tut/
since it got so easy more recently, reer in which you can do web pages
HTM L
E d ito r:
h ttp ://
the web page. That’s how I taught how to use this to teach kids.
people are just putting down “Hi, for companies and such?
w w w .seed .n et.tw / -m ilk y lin /
I
know
of
elementary
kids
who
myself, just by looking at that and
i
my name is So-and-so. Here’s a McMacken: It’s really hard to tell
seeing what tag (which is what you are writing their own web pages. It htmleasy.html
because
it’s
changing
so
fast.
Within
picture of me, here’s a picture of my
call the coding) made the page look teaches them to be good writers
family, and this is my major. These two years HTML could be outdated
Beverly Keist
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Ventriloquist Radford W ins High Honors A t Talent Show
Nancy Houck
Contributing Writer

“E x h ilara tin g .” Sophom ore
Nathan Radford used one word to
describe his first-place performance
in the Alpha Chi Talent Show held
in the James T. Jeremiah Chapel on
February 17. With the assistance of
his puppets Roosevelt the Rabbit
and Rufus the Rat, Radford gar
nered the $ 100 awarded to the win
ner of the event.
Also capturing prizes were sec
ond-place and $75 winner, guitarist
sophomore Jesse Dawkins, and
third-place and $50 winner, juggler
junior Matt Rohrer. Fourth and fifth
places were achieved by the Not
Ready for Chapel Players, a mock
Shakespearean troupe, and fresh
man Steve Keaiy’s martial arts class.
The audience of over one thou
sand students astonished Radford
by selecting him as the winner of
the talent show.
“It was very surprising because I
was very happy just to share the
stage with the other guys,” Radford
said.
Alpha Chi advisor Dr. Kevin Sims
classified the Twentieth Annual
Alpha Chi Talent Show as the best
exposition he has ever seen.
James Dewald, sophomore mas
ter of ceremonies said,
“I thought we had a good balance
between the serious, humorous, and
the unique. The acts ranged from
those that really challenged people,
such as Ryan Coverdell, to the hu
morous acts like the Little Midget
People, the juggler, and the ven
triloquist; there were also new
things, such as karate.”__________

H ootie M cD erm ot and the
Handers Fish kicked off the event,
grabbing the crowd’s attention with
their distinctive stage antics and
costumes and lively rendition of
“Jesus, Come and Take Me Home.”
Alpha Chi Activities Coordinator,
sophomore Joel Misirian, explained
that McDermot was slated to open
“to get the crowd excited in the
outset and the rest of the show.”
This goal was accomplished, and
Hootie McDermot and the Flanders
Fish pumped the crowd up for the
remainder of the evening. Alpha
Chi followed its intentions of trying
to stagger the types of acts in order
to add flavor and prevent audience
boredom.
Printy Hall units 25 and 27 enter
tained the crowd with their version
of “El Shaddai,” entitled “How Shall
I (Ever Find Myself a Guy)?”
Jody Hovis was next with a solo,
“Dreams to Dream.” The Midget
People, Lloyd and Buford played
by Sweet Lou and Dan Bosworth,
from Timbuktu Community Col
lege then demonstrated their morn
ing routine of stretching, eating,
tooth brushing and flossing, shav
ing, hair-combing, and exercising
for the crowd.
Taking their usual time-out per
formances during girls’ basketball
games to the center of the chapel
stage were twins Bemey and Barry
Gorsuch. They sang and danced to
“My Little Buttercup.”
The crowd was then invited to
travel to Alford Auditorium for one
o’clock Humanities class. Nathan
James, as Dr. David Matson, intro
duced the spectators to famous per

sonalities Rocky Balboa, Jack
Nicholson, and Andre the Giant via
impersonation.
The Jars of Clay song, “Like a
Child” was redone by Scott Shaw
and Jugs of Tupperware.
The show took a more serious

Dave Carl and Amy Ginn, chal
lenged Christians to re-examine
their witness to their unsaved
friends.
Radford, the ventriloquist, fol
lowed, using puppets to entertain
Cedarville students with jokes about

like to add an accordion to his act
for next year.
Lisa Walker, accompanied by her
uncle Jeff Walker, then sang “Poor
Wayfaring Stranger.”
Beginning with the warnings that
airline passengers receive, the Not
Ready for Chapel Players did their
own interpretation of Shakespeare’s
most popular works, which won
them a fourth-place finish.
Second-degree black belt and in
structor in KukSoo Won, Keary led
his students in a martial arts demon
stration which included board
breaking. Keary was proud of his
students’ performance and their
fifth-place finish.
Finishing the night was secondplace winner Dawkins with his own
song, “For No Reason” on the acous
tic guitar.
“I try to get in touch with people’s
feelings that they can’t express in
words. It means a lot to me when
people enjoy my music; my goal is
for people to be happy and have a
good time,” Dawkins said.
“It (Dawkins’ performance) was
a very comfortable, relaxed way to
end the show,” Misirian said.
Dewald summed up the event
saying, “The show was a tremen
Second place winner Jesse Dawkins, a sophomore pre-med major, and Joel Misirian,
a sophomore criminal justice major, discuss the setup for the Alpha Chi Talent Show. dous success. We had a variety of
Photo by P. Wallis.
good acts, and the audience really
seemed to enjoy themselves. Over
bend with Ryan Coverdell’s own the president and an old Sunday all, it went extremely well.”
song based on Luke 14:16-25 about School favorite, “I Love Him Bet
The money raised by Alpha Chi
the excuses that we make as Chris ter Every D-A-Y.”
will be used to fund numerous ser
tians.
Third-place finisher, Rohrer, took vice projects, such as at Scioto Hills
Another Cool Band, led by Dave the stage next, juggling colored and Shepherd’s Home, the May
Hoecke, performed what they called balls, machetes, a bowling ball, the banquet, the Homecoming float and
“Domain Peach.”
Garden Weasel, and Mr. Potato other promotional items.
“The Great Gulf Fixed,” a skit by Head. Rohrer said that he would

Animated Press: Lying Hearts, A Tale of Confectionary Confusion
The Animated Press
by Linette (Steffens
Inspired by Max O'Grady
This week’s top story is a tragic
tale indeed. Mere words cannot ex
press the trauma in my soul. How
ever, since I need the cash I will do
my best to relate to you these events
in as much detail as possible.
It is with great sorrow that I re
port the disappearance of Max
O ’Grady. Yes, that’s right. My be
loved partner and chief writer for
The Animated Press is gone.
Before he left for parts unknown,
O’Grady phoned me and explained
the details surrounding his neces
sary disappearance. Now, I know
you are all shrieking in horror, cring
ing in disgust, and wallowing in
misery at his absence. But you must
be strong. You must heed the warn
ing O ’Grady leaves to us all.
Last week, having finally recov
ered from the TP incident, O’Grady
gathered enough courage to ask his

favorite female to dinner. For the
sake of privacy, I will not use her
last name. I shall simply refer to her
as, Myrtle.
Well, the day finally arrived. The
day that makes couples excruciat
ingly cute, and singles, well, decid
edly depressed. Yes, Valentine’s
Day. That day above all daze.
The soft romantic music greeted
O ’Grady and Myrtle as they saun
tered into Chez Chuck’s. O ’Grady
had never seen Myrtle look so
lovely. A dimly lit room goes a long
way to enhance beauty.
The food was superb, and the
evening seemed to be progressing
nicely. O ’Grady was feeling relaxed
and silently chided himself for not
having asked Myrtle out before.
O ’Grady especially appreciated
the tasteful table decorations that
enhanced the rom antic mood.
Strewn across the tables were candyhearts. These candies were inscribed
with words of love such as: My

Girl, You’re Neat, and Sweetums.
As O’Grady pondered the sig
nificance of communicative candy,
a romantic notion popped into his
mind. He reached across the table.
She looked into his eyes. He handed
her a candy-heart.
Myrtle glanced down at the candy
O’Grady had given to her. Excite
ment was shining in her eyes when
she looked back to his face again
and exclaimed a heart-felt, “Yes
Max, YES!”
O ’Grady gaped at her in confu
sion as she began to weep uncon
trollably . “Does candy always effect
girls this way?” he thought to him
self as she blew her nose in a nap
kin.
In her hysteria she dropped the
candy-heart O’Grady had given to
her. Wondering why she should be
so overcome at an after-dinner mint,
O’Grady picked up the candy. He
decided that perhaps there was an
emotional message written on the

candy, and in order to calm Myrtle
down, he should find out what it
said. This was something he should
have thought of before he had given
it to her in the first place.
His eyes strained to read the mes
sage in the flickering candle light.
“Mercy me?” he read aloud. No,
that wasn’t what it said. He leaned
closer to the flame, and a sharp pain
shot through him. He quickly extin
guished his flaming eyebrow and
was more careful as he again held
the candy closer to the light.
Suddenly, all became clear. The
heart read, “M arry M e” ! Max
clutched his heart as panic set in. He
looked across the table, but Myrtle
was circulating around the cafeteria
spreading the good news of her en
gagement.
“Don’t Panic!” he said to him
self, “Slow, deep breaths. Breathe
in, breathe out, breath in...” O’Grady
searched his mind for a solution to
his problem. He finally decided that

he must disappear until Myrtle
calmed down. Only then would he
be able to explain the mishap.
O ’Grady knew he had to leave and
leave quickly. If he waited too long,
she would no doubt start asking his
opinion on china patterns.
O ’Grady casually dropped to the
floor and crawled his way along the
wall until he was safely outside
Chez Chuck’s. It was then that he
called me from one of the “Emer
gency Only” phones. Since that day
I have not heard from him. He sim
ply disappeared into the night.
Though it pains me to be absent
from my partner, I know that one
day he will return. Perhaps even
now he has found a candyheart that says, “Just Kidding” and
has sent it to Myrtle who has yet to
notice his absence.
Let this be a warning to us all.
Read all candy carefully before you
give it to another person. Some
times Cupid’s aim is crooked.
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SGA Elections Throw Student Body Into Baptistic Jihad
Finally, Kennedy fell back on
conquest to reclaim the beautiful
six, then next January must be eleven abstainers were threatened with a
more
usual campaigning methods,
Cathedral of Wittenberg from the
months away. And if next January prolonged stay in purgatory.)
which
in turn brought Malone home
B <8 5 Inc.
This unexpected tactic sent the infidels currently residing there.
is eleven, then this must be Febru
from
the
gorge and encouraged an
It’s about that time again. People
We can only assume that the ar
ary ! And February is that month in campus into a state of chaos. The
early
dissolution
of the self-pro
are despairing and looking for the
mor clad forces of the impending
which we must all prepare to ‘rock other contestants running for chap
claimed
‘Byzantine’
side of cam
quick fix, buying more lottery tick
Holy War would have overtaken
the SGA Vote.’ But patience! Be lain, David Carl and Jason Malone,
pus.
Bow
Hoy
returned
to normal
ets and opening fewer savings ac
the foreign campus for a brief mo
fore you go deciding on a ticket or quickly called the Council o f Mil
life
after
frost-bite
medication
was
counts, watching more movies and
ment of triumph before the state
a party platform, there is a story of ner 5, in which they dealt with many
administered
at
Patterson
Clinic,
reading fewer books, eating more
significant issues, such as how many police were called in, if not for the
which you should be aware.
hot-dogs and investing in less Spam.
brave actions of a lone student, one and Stratton was soon bailed out by
It all began during nominations. angels can stand side by side on the
friends. His courage and under
You get the picture. (For the igno
Jeff Stratton.
Having finally escaped the dark head of a pin, clapping on the first
rant reader, Spam has a shelf life of
For several years an engineering standing of the Handbook brought
shadow
of
the
whole and third beat, and occasionally
approximately 27 years. This is just
major, Stratton’s course of study him many accolades, and made cer
Chappaquiddick mess by changing swaying back and forth in addition
one more reason to be thankful for
had been shaken to the foundations tain that he would receive the Church
his first name and undergoing mas to thoroughly dealing with the cri
the discovery of some wickedly
by a mysterious event. Some hold Father of the Year scholarship in
sive facial restructuring, ‘Scott’ sis at hand.
the Spring Quarter Awards Chapel.
unnatural preservatives.)
SGA President Bowe Hoy at that it was his unlikely survival of a
Kennedy decided to try his prac
It is interesting to note that some
All these are certain signs that the
harsh thunderstorm, while others
ticed hand at the challenging colle tempted to lend his assistance in the
fellows
from Idaho had heard of the
citizens are realizing this year (as
maintain that it was a life-changing
giate level of politics. Upon arrival,, matter, but the potential heads of
brave
reformer’s
exploits, and de
they did last) that the fellow who
creative writing class with Jack Si
he was quite upset to find that his church made it apparent that they
cided
that
anyone
with a name like
promised to take the minus sign out
mons. Whatever the case, this piv
connections had mistakenly nomi were not going to share any of the
Stratton
deserved
to
have adenomiof the deficit, give everyone a sixotal experience gave him the
nated him for chaplain, a term with decision-making power, and de
nation
named
after
him.
Since then
figure beach-inspection job and re
strength of character to journey
which he wasn’t at all familiar. creed that no one should allow Hoy
they
have
called
themselves
the
move the outrageous Spam tax was
ahead of the piously swarming
However, when he finally did some to sign in at his chapel door until he
Strattonians\
although
everyone
perhaps playing with the facts a bit
masses of Cedarville Students to
research into the nature of religion, submitted to the Council’s rulings.
told them at the time that their be
to get a cushy, well-paid office job.
Hoy expressed his penitence by the sacred site of many a pilgrim
and the church in particular, he re
liefs really ought to match those of
Still, everyone continues to be sur
age— the Wittenberg Chapel.
gained some measure of hope for a standing barefoot in the snow out
their namesake, they were far less
He
proceeded
to
nail
the
’96
prised.
powerful career. Only several days side the James T. Jeremiah Chapel
In light of this unrest, and the fact
Handbook to the front door of the keen on this point, and decided to
later, Kennedy released his brilliant for three days, banging on the doors
that November of ’96 is a mere nine
aforementioned building, for which sort of figure things out for them
campaigning scheme via e-mail, in with an agonized look on his face.
months away, our responsibility is
offense Wittenberg Security soon selves from there.
which he threatened to excommu The significance of this action was
So what should all this tell you as
obvious. You see, if November is a
arrested him. Fortunately, he had
nicate every last poor soul who largely wasted on the public, par
you vote in the coming SGA elec
mere nine months away, then this
already
opened
to
and
highlighted
would choose to vote against him in ticularly on those prospective stu
can only mean that August is just
the section entitled Promotion or tions? Absolutely nothing. You see,
the upcoming election. (Even the dents that occasionally wandered
six months away. And if August is
Recreation of Church Heresies, all we wanted to do was to present
past the bizarre scene.
a story bizarre enough to draw at
In the meanwhile, Kennedy, Carl Major or Minor (eight to twelve
tention away from the shocking
demerits,
plus
an
additional
require
and Malone participated in a shoot
musical performance of Elvis and
ment
of
43
Bible
credits
at
CC).
out of satirical pamphlets and edicts,
the full band of accordion-flailing
When
the
militant
intramural
team
with an occasional Bull thrown in.
aliens from the planet Xenon, who
When the smoke cleared, Carl had finally arrived, they were crestfallen
mysteriously appeared in the middle
to
discover
that
crusades
are
im
decreed the autonomy of the East
n. 1. a situation or condition favorable for ern half of campus, and was prepar plicitly against the institutional pref of the recent Alpha Chi talent show.
(This is particularly disturbing, as
ing to do battle with the Turks, erence, to say nothing of the
attainment of a goal.
neither Elvis norhis troupe of aliens
while Malone had moved to a cave disillusion they expressed for
bothered to submit any lyrics to
2. a good position, chance or prospect
in the gorge and made it clear that Kennedy, who had recently taken
Joel Misirian.)
to
wearing
an
odd
looking
vase
for self-advancement.
he was shunning the entire misled
Yes, this article is just another
campus. Seizing Tibbetts Hall, the shaped hat.
instance of the government deny
Grumbling
at
his
misfortune,
the
center of campus power, Kennedy
ing knowledge, a strand of the
began to train a sizable intramural incognito politician returned to cam
tangled conspiracy that would prob
pus,
only
to
find
that
his
most
prof
team in the art of medieval warfare
ably take an eternity of hour long
itable
cam
paign
fu
n
d
-raiser,
and planned day and night for a
Indulgence-Grams (one for fifty episodes and season-finales to solve.
...
cents, three for a dollar) had been So please disregard everything
ended by the CAO. Indignantly, he you’ve read here, especially this
STUD'/
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demanded explanation and discov last paragraph. From all of us here
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"Why did you choose the ministry that you are in

"AWANA has had a good influence in my life, and I want to help make a
difference in these kids' lives."
-Paul De Kruyter, junior, mechanical engineering
Favorite holiday- 4th of July
Least favorite holiday- Sweetest Day
Favorite Chuck's entree- Lasagna

•

"I worked at AWANA back at home. I enjoyed working with the kids, so I got
involved out here."
-Dave Hoskins, sophomore, marketing
Favorite holiday- any that gives us a break
Least favorite holiday- Halloween
Favorite Chuck's entree- Cheesecake

"I like working with kids, and I think it's important that they get a biblical
foundation at a young age."
-Lisa Groeber, senior, nursing
Favorite holiday- Christmas
Least favorite holiday- Sweetest Day
Favorite Chuck's entree- Chicken strips

"I've been in AWANA before. I really like the kids,
and I love the local church."
-Abby Stroven, Sophomore, Biology
Favorite holiday- Christmas
Least favorite holiday- Halloween
Favorite Chuck's entree- Turkey hot shots

"I chose this ministry because I like working
with kids, and I've been doing it for the last four
years."
-Mark Hersner, Senior, Broadcasting
Favorite holiday- Christmas
Least favorite holiday- Sweetest day
Favorite Chuck's entree- None, I'm off campus.

"I love working with kids, both in camp and church settings."
-Josh Ausfaul, Sophomore, Math Major
Favorite holiday- Thanksgiving
Least favorite holiday- Halloween
Favorite Chuck's entree- Chicken patty sandwich
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